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Secure World Foundation (SWF) is a private operating foundation that
promotes cooperative solutions for space sustainability
Our vision: The secure, sustainable, and peaceful uses of outer space
that contribute to global stability on Earth
Our mission: Secure World Foundation works with governments, industry, international
organizations, and civil society to develop and promote ideas and actions to achieve the secure,
sustainable, and peaceful uses of outer space benefiting Earth and all its peoples
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Space and Nuclear Deterrence
• Orbits: Low Earth Orbit (LEO): 100-2000km; Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO): 36,000 km;
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO): 2000-36,000 km (but mostly 20,000km); Highly Elliptical Orbit
(HEO)
• Role of satellites in nuclear command and control
• Transmit orders for nuclear attacks
• Detect missile launches and track missiles
• Detect nuclear detonations
• Relevant satellite constellations
• Defense Support Program (DSP) satellites: GEO, detect missile launches, space launches,
nuclear detonations
• Space-based Infrared System (SBIRS): GEO and HEO, early missile warning, cue missile
defenses
• Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF) System: GEO, secure, anti-jam
communications
• GPS: MEO, nuclear detonation detection
• IC Sensors: missile launch
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Space and Deterrence
• Four elements
• Norms of behavior
• Establish international partnerships and interdependence
• Denial of benefit
• Imposition of cost
• Different concepts of deterrence amongst space powers
• Western: prevents an entity from carrying out an action, difficult to de-escalate
• Chinese: compel an actor to carry out an action, escalation/de-escalation possible
• Strategic communication a crucial part of this

• Role of space situational awareness (SSA) to verify actions in orbit, establish pathways for
technical cooperation/data exchange
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• Existence of counterspace
capabilities is not new, but the
circumstances surrounding them
are
• Significant R&D/testing of a wide
range of destructive & nondestructive counterspace
capabilities by multiple countries
• Only non-destructive
capabilities are actively being
used in current military
operations

https://swfound.org/counterspace
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Norms in Space Governance
•

Much of the existing space governance framework is based on norms
• Example: Freedom of overflight for satellite reconnaissance
• Launch of Sputnik in 1957 helped set the norm that satellite overflight did not breach
territorial sovereignty
• By mid-1960s, freedom of overflight was a generally accepted norm
• Was not codified into “hard law” until Outer Space Treaty of 1967

•

For the moment, space governance discussions focus on establishing new norms of
behavior, not binding agreements/treaties
• Far more space actors than ever before, with diverse interests and goals
• Increasingly challenging to get global consensus on new “hard law”
• Several major space powers (including United States) resistant to any discussion of
binding agreements
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State of Multilateral Security Discussions
• No forward movement on space security and stability discussions at the UN for decades
• Difference in perception of threat, how best to deal with it

• UNGA 75/36: Dec. 2020
• National submissions to the UNSG on nature of the threat to space,
responsible/irresponsible behavior, and possible paths forward
• UNGA 76/231: Dec. 2021
• Created an Open-Ended Working Group to meet four times over 2022 and 2023
• Goal: develop recommendations on possible norms, rules, and principles of responsible
behaviors relating to threats by States to space systems

• April 18, 2022: U.S. government announced it was committing not to conduct destructive,
direct-ascent anti-satellite (ASAT) missile tests
• May 2022: First meeting (out of 4) of UN Open-Ended Working Group
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Responses to deliberate interference with space
assets
•

Boundaries for response uncertain
• Reprisal? In-kind? What kind of conflict escalation ready to see?
• How do the laws of armed conflict apply to space?
• How much national security response should there be for a loss of commercial
capabilities?

•

Disentanglement
• Strategic vs. non-strategic missions
• Separating out multiple satellite functions
• Military vs. commercial space missions

•

IncSpace Agreement
• Agreed-upon behavior for military satellites

Questions?
Thanks.

Victoria Samson,
vsamson@swfound.org
@SWFoundation

